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The differential equation fthe title arises (in particular) in the study of shock 
waves (N. Kopell and L. Howard, Advan. in Math. 18 (1975), 306358). The 
equation has two rest points; the question is whether there are solutions running 
between them. Existence of such connecting solutions is proved independantly in C. 
Conley (“Isolated Invariant Se s and the Morse Index,” Cont. Bd. Math. Sci, 
No. 38, Amer. Math. Sot., Providence, R. I.1978) and Kopell and Howard (ibid.). 
The uniqueness i  proved in this paper. Q 1986 Academw Press, Inc. 
In [ 1 ] and [Z], the behavior fbounded solutions f ytzn+ ‘) =y* - 1, 
n 20, is investigated and existence of nonconstant bounded solutions is 
shown. It is known that any such solution must run from one critical point 
to the other. We wish to complete his investigation for thecase n= 1 by 
showing there is only one nonconstant bounded solution. 
The equation y (‘)=y*-1 can b e expressed as the following system of 
first order equations: 
j,* = Y37 (1) 
j3 = y; - 1. 
This ystem has two fixed points, (1, 0, 0) and ( - 1, 0, 0). The linearized 
equation atthese points has eigenvalues ~1, tlw, clw* and - CI, -ao, - ao2, 
respectively, where a= 3 2, and o = e(2ni/3). Thusboth points are hyper- J- 
bolic critical points: (1, 0,O) has a two-dimensional stab e manifold and a 
one-dimensional manifold; ( - 1, 0,O) has a one-dimensional st ble 
manifold and a two-dimensional unstable manifold. 
This system admits the Liapunov function L(y) =4~: - y, - y,y,. 
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i(y) = -yz, so L decreases along solutions which do not lie in the y, = 0 
plane. But a solution ca remain in that plane for an interval of time only if 
j3 = y: - 1 = 0 throughout the interval, or if y, = +l. And this is only 
possible if 1;1 = y2 = 0 throughout theinterval. Thusthe only solutions  
which L is constant are the two fixed points. 
Also, this system can be resealed: if wetake 
Xl = &“2yl(&“6t), 
x2 = &2’3y,(&“?), 
x3 = &5’6y,(&“6t), 
then x(t) = (x,(t), x2(t), x (t)) satisfies 
i’1 =x*, 
&=x3, (2) 
&=x:-E, 
with Liapunov function L(x) =ix; -EX, -x2x3. In particular, if ~‘1~ = -1, 
then x(t) = ( - y,( -t), y2( -f), -y3( -t)) satisfies (1).That is, (1) is sym- 
metric under the transformation 
t-+ -t, 
YI -+ -Yl, 
Y2+Y2, 
Y3-+ -Y3, 
so the rotation about he y, axis of a (forward time) solution is itself a 
solution n backward time. 
We wish to find the bounded solutions f (1). Clearly, (LO, 0) and 
( - 1, 0,O) are the only fixed points, and there are no periodic solutions, as 
L decreases along nonconstant solutions. The only other possible ounded 
solutions arethose with o-limit set (( LO, 0)} and a-limit se  {(- LO, O)], 
or vice versa (i.e., connecting orbits). As L( LO, 0) = -3, L( - LO, 0) = 3, 
there are no solutions f with a-limit (1, 0,O) and w-limit (-1, 0,O). Thus 
the (qualitative) behavior fbounded solutions f (1) is completely 
described y the following: 
THEOREM. There xists a unique solution of (1) with a-limit ( - 1, 0,O) 
and o-limit (1, 0, 0). 
409/114/2-19 
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Proof We will use y’ t to denote the point of which yis carried by the 
flow in time t, yi. tto denote the ith coordinate of y.t, and y. R to denote 
the orbit through y.
A. EXISTENCE 
Existence proofs can be found in [l] and [a]. The Morse theory 
argument found in [l] can be briefly stated here. 
Equation (2) for E< 0 has 1, = x: - E bounded below by -E > 0, so x3(t) 
approaches infinity as  does. Thus the set of bounded orbits iempty when 
E <O. For E =O, the only bounded orbit is the fixed point at the origin. 
Namely, for E= 0, x3(t) remains bounded only if the orbit remains inthe 
{xi =0} plane for all time. Just as in the argument above for orbits with 
constant L, his is only possibly if x2 and x3 are also zero f all time. 
Choose aball about he origin. ForE < 0, no boundary point of the ball 
is on a bounded orbit. It follows that he same is true for small positive E. 
So in the sense of [ 11, the set of bounded orbits inthe ball is isolated, an  
so has a Morse index. Since it continues to the empty set (as E goes 
negative) itsindex is that of the mpty set, namely the zero index. On the 
other hand, when E > 0, the invariant sein the ball contains the critical 
points (E ‘I’, 0 0) and (--E , , ‘I2 0 0). Both of these are isolated, and both 
have nonzero index. The index of the disjoint u ion of two isolated 
invariant se s has zero index if and only if they both do, so { (s’j2, 0, 0), 
(-s”*, 0, 0)) has nonzero index. Therefore, the two points cannot make up 
the full invariant set of bounded orbits when E > 0. Because of the 
Liapunov function, all other orbits inthe set must connect the two critical 
points. This proves the xistence of connecting orbits. 
B. UNIQUENESS 
To prove uniqueness, we proceed byconsidering intersections of con- 
necting orbits with the plane Y= { y, = 0). We will show 
LEMMA I. There xists atmost one connecting orbit which intersects Y 
exactly once. 
LEMMA II. There xist no connecting orbits which intersect Y two or 
more times. 
In proving these lemmas, the xistence of the Liapunov function andthe 
symmetry under otation about he y, axis will be crucial. 
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Proof of Lemma I. Let Y, = ( y E Y 1 y. R is a connecting orbit, 
y 3 R n Y = y >. Namely, Y, is the intersection of Y with the connecting 
orbits which pass through Y once. If y, y’ E Y,, then y, . t, y; * t > 0 for 
t > 0, and their difference X. t = ( y - y’) *t satisfies 
il=j,-j;=y2-y;=x2, 
a,=j*-j;= y3-y;=x3, 
i3=j3-j3=y;-y;2 
=(YI+Y;)(Y,-Y;)=~(t)x,, 
(3) 
with Q(t) >0 for t> 0. 
This equation has fixed point (0, 0, 0), and positively invariant cone X= 
{xi 30, x2 2 0, x3 2 0} - ((0, 0, 0)). That is, if an x orbit enters this cone, 
all of its coordinates and all of its derivatives ar  positive forall forward 
time, so all of its coordinate functions diverge toinfinity. 
Now consider y = (0, y,, y3) EY, with y, 2 0. Because ofthe rotational 
symmetry, Y’= (0, Y,, - y3) EY also [i.e., y* R has a-limit (- 1, 0, 0), so 
y’ . R has o-limit (1, 0,O); y. R has o-limit (LO, 0), so y’ has a-limit 
(- l,O, O)]. Then, as both y. R and y’. R have o-limit (i,O, 0), 
(y-y’).t-+(O,O,O) as t+a. But y-y’ envolves according to (3), so if 
y,>O, y-y’=(0,0,2y3)~X, and(y-y’)*t-+co. Thus ys=O, and all 
elements of Y, lie on the y, axis. 
Ify=(O, y,,O), y’=(O, ~;,O)E Y, withy2>y;, then (y-y’).t goes to 
(0, 0,O) as t --+ co. But then y- y’ = (0, y, - y;, 0) E X, so (y - y’). t -+ cc 
as t -+ cc. Thus y, = y;, and Y, contains at most one element. 
Proof of Lemma II. Clearly, an orbit y.R intersects Y twice or more if 
and only if, at some time t,, either y,. t goes from positive to negative, or 
y. R is tangent toY. Equivalently, y. R intersects Y twice or more if and 
only if, at some time t,, y, . to = 0, and y,. t,, =y, . t,, d0. Thus it suffices to 
show that no point of Y n { y, < 0} lies in a connecting orbit. Aswe have 
shown above that (0, y,, y3) lies in a connecting orbit if and only if 
(0, y2, - y3) does, it suffices to show that no point of U= (y, =O, y, ~0, 
y, GO> lies in a connecting orbit. 
TO show that his is the case, consider thebehavior ofsolutions f (1) in 
the following re ions: 
~,={-~~Y,~~,Y,~~,y~~~}-{(-1,0,0)}, 
~,={Y,~-LY2~0,Y,<0}-{(-1,0,0)}, 
U,={.Y,d -l,Y,<O, y&O}-{(-l,O,O)}. 
Then 3,, A, i3 < 0, with at least one of these nonzero, for all points ( y , , 
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yz, y3)~ Ii,, so orbits inU, exit U, through U, n iJ2. In particular, all 
points ofU = U, n Y are carried by the flow into the interior of U,, and 
then into U, A U, n {y, <0). Points inU2 have j,, j2 GO, j3 20, so all 
orbits inU, exit U2 through U2n U3, and points onU, n U2 n { y, < 0} do 
so through U,n U,n {y, < -1, y2 CO}. Finally, points inU3 have y1 ~0, 
j2, j3 2 0, so orbits inU, exit U, through ( y, f -1, y, 3 0}, with points 
on USnU,n{y,< -1, y,<O} exiting U, through {y,<O, y,>O} (see 
Fig. 1). 
Thus, if yE U, then there exist 0 <t, <t, < t, such that 
y,.o=o, y,.O60, y,.o<o, 
y. teint U1 forallO<t<t,, 
y,. t, = -1, y, . 11 < 0, Y, . t, < 0, 
y.tEint U2 forallt,<t<t,, 
y, . t, < -1, Y,. t2 co, y3.t2=0, 
(4) 
y*teint U3 for all t, < t < t,, 
Yl’l3< -1, Y,. t3=0, y, . t3 > 0. 
We can reline some of these estimates. Since L decreases along solutions, 
L(y)>L(y.t,)>L(y.t,)>L(y.t,). But for yczU, L(y)= -y2y3<0 so 
L(y.t,)=j--(y2.t,)(y3.t,)<0, L(y.t2)=f(y,.t2)3-y,.tz<0, and
L(y. t3)=i(yl. t,)3- y,. t,<f(y,. t2)3- y,‘t,. The function &x3-x is an 
FIG. 1. Orbits hrough CL
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increasing function for x < -1, with f ( -fi)3 + $ = 0. Thus 
yl’t3<YI’f2< -fi, and (Y2’fl)(Y3’tl)>$s 
In each of U,, Uz, U3, all derivatives haveconstant sign throughout the
region, sowe can estimate how y,, y,, y3, and L change as orbits run 
through t e regions. Forexample, y, .t, -y, .O = fro,,,, y, + t dt, so 
min {y2.t} < 
r‘z co, 111 
y’~~‘l,y’~“c,Gm~~,, {y*.t}. 
1 
But y, is decreasing n U,, and we have chosen y1 * 0 = 0, y, . t, = -1, so 
this inequality becomes y, . t, < -l/t1 < y, .O. Further, in U1, 9, =j3 = 
y: - 1 < 0, so y, is concave down as a function of t, and we can sharpen our 
estimate to $(Y2.0+Y2.tl)$ -l/t, 6y2.0. 
We can repeat this argument for y, , y,, y,, and L in U1, U,, and U3. If 
we do so, using the convexity argument wherever possible, putting in
by - 1 wherever known values of yi* tj, and multiplying equalities 
appropriate to obtain nonnegative nqualities, we have 
-Y*,+ -;(Y20+Y2,)9 
-f(Y30+Y3,KY*o;Y*k -y,,, 
i<Y30-Y31<1 
2‘ t, ” 
* <Lo+ 
Y30 ’ -d y:, > 
t, 
-;(Y**+Y22)~-1-y12~ -y,,, 
t2--tl 
1 <y21- Y22 
-5Y311 
f2 - t1 
G -Y319 
O<-y,,& (yf,- l), 
t,-t, 2 
o<L-L2 2 
‘t,-- 
G Y31) 
1 
-5Y22G 
Yl2 - Yl3 
t3 - t2 
G -Y229 
(5a) 
(5b) 
(5c) 
(5d) 
(54 
(5f) 
(%) 
(5h) 
(5i) 
(9) OS& Y33, 
3 2 
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y,,-l< y33 2 -<y:,-1, 
f3 - t2 
o<L*-L3 1 
,-<- y:3, 
t3- t2 2 
(51) 
where y, = yi. tj, and L, = L( y. tj). (Inequalities c, g, h and 1 will not be 
used in the lemma proof, but are included for completeness.) 
With this system of inequalities, we can complete he lemma proof with 
the following: 
PROPOSITION. Let y. R be a solution of (1 ), with yE U, and yf. t, as in 
(4). Then y, . t, < -2. 
With this proposition, we see that for any y E U, L( y. t3) =f(y, .t3)3 -
~,.t~di(-2)~+2= -3. In particular, L(y.t,)<L(l,O,O), so y’ttr 
(1, 0,O) as t + co, and y. R is not a connecting orbit. 
We prove the proposition by contradiction. Assume that here exists a 
YE U with y. t as in (4), and y13> -2. Then y, satisfy (5), with ---A> 
y,, >y,, > -2. Also, as -$ = f( -2)3 +2 CL, CL, < L, CL, ~0, we have 
-3<;-YzlY3,= I L < 0, or 3 < y2,y3, < $. Similarly, 0 < yroy,, < 3. From 
this we find 
Proof. From (5i)-(5k), we have 
-fY22< 
Yl2 - Y13 2-d <- 
t3 - t2 t, - t, ' 
and 
-y22<~y3J(t1-t2)~~(Pi3- l)(t3 - t2)2<i (t3 -t2)2. 
Thus - y,, <min { 2( 2- 3)(t, - wl, 5th - tz,‘}. 
The functions 2(2-f 3) x-’ and $x2 are equal at x= [j(2-fi)]1’3. 
For x > 0, x2 is strictly increasing, x-i is strictly decreasing, so the 
minimum of the two functions at each xis less than or equal to the value of 
the functions at their ntersection. Thus, -y,, <I[$( 2 -&)I *I3 < $, 
(ii) -yzO<+, -y,,<a, t,>i. 
Proof: As y, t is decreasing for0< t < t,, yzO >y2i >y,, > -$. Thus 
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-Yzo<$, and -i(y20+ Y~~)<$, so by (5a), j<2/-(y,,+y,,)<t,. Then
by (5d), 
Lo-L, 4 
y:o<,1 
42 8 
<j(Lo-L,)<5j=15, asO>L,>L,-i. 
so -y30<&fi<$ 
(iii) 2-c -y,, 4. 
Proof -Y21<~,and(-Y2,)(-Y3,)>3,so -Y31>2/3(-Yzl)>$$=$ 
Also, from (ii) and (5b), 
1 
- j Y31 
Y20--21 4 
6 -;(Ylo+Y3,K t, <‘J (Y20 - Y2,). 
But 0 < -y,, < -y,, <;, so yzo -y,, <;. Thus - y3, <2(g)($) = $$. 
(iv) i<t2-t,-c$. 
Proof ,,/?-K y12, so a- 1 < -1 - y12. Then (i) and (5e) give 
< - 1 - Yl2 3-l 4 
t2 - t1 t2 - t1 
< -y,, <-. 
5 
Then i<$(fi-l)<t,-t,. Also, as 0~ -y2,< -yz2<$, ~~,-y~~<j, 
so (5f) gives 
4 
5(t2 - 11) 
,Y21-Y22 1 
t2-t1 
’ --Y31. 2 
Then, from (iii) we have 
4 5 48 
5(t2- t,)‘iZ Or t2-t1+z’ 
(v) g< -y,, <g. 
Proof (- y2r)( -Y31) > 3, so (iii) implies that 
2 225 25 
-Y2+-3(- y3,,‘33=48. 
But (5f) implies -iy3,(t2 - t,) < y 2, -y,,, and (iii) and (iv) give 3= 4 $ 
;-~y~,-y~~. Thus -y2r< -Y~~-$<:-$<$. 
This gives the contradiction 25 -K 21, so the assumption that here exists 
a YE U with y, . t, > -2 must be false. 
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